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INTRODUCTION

Are you looking for studies on the education of Mexican Americans? Or on the Chicana's concept of self? Or maybe a bibliography on Mexican Americans in engineering? You don't know where to begin? How about looking at the ERIC system for help in finding some information.

What is in the ERIC system and how can it help you? This guide has been prepared with you in mind. It is not intended to be an exhaustive explanation of the ERIC system but rather a procedure-by-example of the system that will enable you to search the data base for information on your particular area of interest.

A list of the words most often used to index materials pertaining to Mexican Americans is included as an aid to the development of your search strategy.
What is ERIC?

ERIC is an acronym that stands for Educational Resources Information Center. It is a national information system operated by the National Institute of Education. It provides ready access to descriptions of model programs, research and development efforts, project reports, speech texts, locally produced materials, and related information that can be used in developing more effective educational programs.

What does ERIC do?

As an information system, ERIC:

1. collects, screens, organizes and disseminates reports;
2. produces indexes and a computer data base that lists materials available in the system;
3. provides copies of documents in education and related fields at a low cost;
4. acts as an archive of educational literature;
5. prepares interpretative summaries, research reviews and bibliographies on critical topics in education and many related areas;
6. services information centers across the country; and
7. answers questions people using the ERIC system may have.

How does ERIC work?

ERIC provides its service through a network of 16 clearinghouses. Each clearinghouse is responsible for a particular educational area. Within its area of responsibility, each clearinghouse selects and processes materials for the ERIC system. One of the 16 clearinghouses is ERIC/CRESS. (For a list of the clearinghouses see p. 49.)

What is ERIC/CRESS?

ERIC/CRESS is the Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools. It is responsible for acquiring, indexing, abstracting and disseminating information related to all aspects of education of American Indians, Mexican Americans and migrants, as well as outdoor education, education in small schools, and rural education. (See p. 51 for its address.)
What does ERIC/CRESS do?

As one of the 16 clearinghouses, ERIC/CRESS:

1. answers questions about the operation and utilization of ERIC/CRESS and the ERIC system as a whole;
2. sends newsletters and announcements of current interest in areas of its areas of responsibility;
3. directs workshops and provides consultation services regarding ERIC;
4. provides computer searches of the ERIC data base;
5. provides users with listings of ERIC collections nearest them;
6. works with linkage groups (special interest, professional, community, etc.) to reach greater numbers of potential users;
7. provides authors with a means of distribution for their accepted documents;
8. prepares and distributes bibliographies, synthesis papers, monographs, state-of-the-art papers and reference sheets on all its areas of responsibility. (A list of ERIC/CRESS publications is available free upon request from the clearinghouse--address on p. 51.)

Who can use ERIC?

Practically anyone! Teachers, administrators, researchers, library/media/information specialists, organizations, students and parents can use ERIC.

What can ERIC do for you?

If you are a teacher, ERIC can help you obtain the latest information on pre-service and in-service education, learn about new classroom techniques and materials or "how-to-do-it" projects for personal and professional development.

ERIC can help administrators identify new and significant educational developments, apply new management tools and practices or base budget estimates on the latest research data.

Researchers can use ERIC to keep abreast of their fields, to avoid duplication of research efforts or to obtain full-text documents on completed research.

Library/media/information specialists can use ERIC to compile bibliographies and summaries on specific educational topics, to find answers to specific inquiries or to locate and order documents for local information centers.

ERIC can help organizations keep their members up-to-date on recent developments in all areas of education or related areas.
Students can use ERIC to get the latest information for term papers, theses and dissertations, to obtain information on career development or to build their own low-cost library of information in their area of interest.

ERIC can help parents explore their role in the schools, learn more about how they can help their child at home, understand new legislation on education or learn about continuing their adult education.

What types of materials can we find in the ERIC system?

Since ERIC’s audience is so broad, the ERIC system has a wide variety of materials to satisfy its users. Some of the types of materials found in the ERIC system are:

- Annual Reports
- Bibliographies
- Biographies
- Census Reports
- Children’s Books
- Conference Reports/Papers
- Curriculum Guides
- Directories
- Handbooks
- Historical Reviews/Literature Reviews
- Instructional Materials
- Monographs
- National Surveys
- Program Descriptions/Project Descriptions
- Program Evaluations
- Research Reports
- Resource Guides
- Speeches and Presentations
- State of the Art Papers
- Teaching Guides
- Technical Reports
- Tests, Questionnaires, Measurement Devices

ERIC REFERENCE TOOLS

In order to search ERIC you will need to use the system’s two major indexes, Resources in Education and Current Index to Journals in Education, and the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.

What is Resources in Education?

Resources in Education, called RIE for short, is a monthly publication which announces the recent additions to the ERIC data base. RIE contains summaries and indexes.
The Status of Minorities in the Southwest: A Demographic Profile


EDRS Price MF-$0.83 HC-$2.06 Plus Postage

General demographic data concerning Black Americans, Mexican Americans, and Native Americans in the Southwest are reported. Data were collected in those states designated by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission as being "Southwest": Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. This tabular information is organized according to general information - population by sex, state, race, and residence; social characteristics - head of household, marital status, size of family, and housing characteristics; economic characteristics - percent of persons in the labor force, income of families, income less than poverty level, class of workers 16 years and older; major occupation groups, and total pay schedule of benefit agencies, and educational characteristics - school enrollment, years of school completed, and percentage of high school graduates per state and race. (NQ)

ED 145 994 RC 010 181

Underwood, William A. Ferguson, Ralph E.
Black Americans in the Southwest


EDRS Price MF-$0.83 HC-$1.67 Plus Postage

The United States Census Bureau estimated the nation's population grew by 10 million people between 1970 and 1975. 83% of this growth occurred in the 20 states which constitute the South and West. These states attracted large numbers of new residents, growing at a much faster rate than the national average of 4.8%. During this five year period, Arizona was the fastest growing state with an increase of 25% in population. Also more blacks moved to the southern states than left. While the rate of migration especially in the Deep South, the large metropolitan areas of the Southwest also registered significant increases in numbers and percentages of black citizens. The status of blacks in the Southwest is reflected in the conditions of blacks generally. While conditions "have" improved in many areas, "basic" conditions have not changed substantially for large segments of the black population. This paper discusses the current status of blacks in the Southwest and topics covered are their political, economic, and social conditions; the economic conditions in the central cities, i.e., Los Angeles, Las Vegas, South Los Angeles, and their education. (Author/NQ)

ED 145 995 RC 010 182
Martinez, Reynaldo L., And Others
Mexican Americans in the Southwest


EDRS Price MF-$0.83 HC-$1.67 Plus Postage

Of the 10 million Mexican Americans in the United States, 90% reside in the southwestern states of California, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. Historically, the acquisition of Spanish-speaking citizens by the U.S. has resulted from military conquest. Yet, Mexican Americans did not have a significant political voice until the high fatality rate of Mexican Americans in World War II prompted the formation of the American GI Forum and the League of United Latin American Citizens. Both groups have served as vehicles for expression of numerous Mexican American concerns and issues. The economic, social, and educational levels of this population are "shockingly" low. Yet the Chicano movement has not had the training and background to obtain good paying jobs. Thus the Chicano's economic level is a measure of the educational structure. Social discrimination, stemming from an ethnocentric attitude, prevails despite legal sanctions guaranteeing equal opportunities. The Chicano movement is slowly changing this, but it is a slow process. Both the Catholic and Protestant churches are also beginning to take a larger role in "El Movimiento". A new religious renaissance is spreading, emphasizing self-assurance, indigenous leadership and a pluralistic spirit of coexistence. The Chicano's philosophy of education is currently being redefined to emphasize internal examination of one's tastes, values, and goals, in order to provide a specific set of values which provide orientation toward the individual viewed in independent of external measures. (Author/NQ)
The Index Section provides access to summaries by subject, personal author, and institution.

Documents cited in RIE, except where otherwise indicated, are available in either microfiche or paper copy. The price per document is based on the number of pages and is subject to change. (See ordering information on p. 59.)

What is CIJE?

Current Index to Journals in Education, called CIJE for short, is a monthly guide to periodical literature that indexes more than 700 major educational and education-related journals. CIJE allows you to locate quickly complete bibliographic information plus short summaries (50 words or less) of journal articles; thus you can keep up-to-date on new trends, programs, and experiments in any area of specialization. Articles cited in CIJE are found ONLY in the journals; they are NOT available on microfiche from ERIC.

However, you may obtain a copy or multiple quantities of an article from many of the journals in CIJE through University Microfilms International (UMI). Article copies are mailed first class within 24 hours of receipt of order. Cost per article is $4.00 for those articles dated January 1976 to the present; articles dated prior to January 1976 are $6.00. For further information, contact:

UMI Article Reprint Department
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
Phone: (313) 761-4700

CIJE contains four main sections: Main Entry Section, Subject Index, Author Index, and Journal Contents Index. The Main Entry Section contains full bibliographic information (author, title, source, pages, etc.) and summaries. Entries are arranged in sequence by the EJ (Educational Journal) number.

EJ 174-151
RC 502.694
The Importance of Dependency in Native American-White Contact Guttman, Jay, American Indian Quarterly, v3 n1, pp16-26, Apr '77


Making a distinction between positive and negative dependency, this article examines the traditions of dependent relationships among American Indians. (NQ)

EJ 174-152
RC 502.681
Rationale of a Field-Based Research and Development Project for Multicultural-Bilingual Education Fernández, Rafael, NAME: The Journal of the National Association for Bilingual Education, v1 n3, pp11-32, May '77


Bilingual education needs an instructional design which considers totally its special nature and encompasses a plan for implementing a sound integral education program through a sequential and articulated curriculum supported by relevant instructional materials. A field-based project consisting of experimental and control schools for the design's development is proposed. (NQ)
Authors' names are given in full when available in the Author Index. If two people are responsible for an article, both names are listed. If an article has three or more authors, only the first author is listed.

- Saldana, Marçelo, IV
  - And Who Assesses the Bilingual Teacher's Language Proficiency? EJ 171 598
- Salkind, Neil J.
  - The Development of Reflection-Impulsivity and Cognitive Efficiency EJ 172 346
- Sullins, Joan
  - Who Will Participate Now? The Professional Parents EJ 170 958
- Salmon-Cox, Leslie
  - Conceptions of Research and Development for Education in the United States EJ 172 451
- Salzman, Jerry
  - Marketing and Distribution: Is Distributive Education Meeting Manpower Needs? EJ 171 098
- Sasso, Joseph
  - Interdisciplinary Strategies, Independent Study, and Career Planning EJ 171 607
- Sanchez, Bonnie M.
  - General Education and the Two-Year College Occupational Student Facility Evaluation in the Community College EJ 172 287
- Sanchez, Reasura
  - Symposium on Linguistics and the Chicano: Introduction La gramatica transformacional y el estudio del espanol chicano. (The Transformational Grammar and the Study of Chicano Spanish) EJ 172 401
  - Presupposition: A Pragmatic Notion EJ 172 403
- Gonzalez, Punt A.
  - ANOVA Tests for Homogeneity of Variance: Nonnormality and Unequal Samples EJ 174 698
  - Testing Complex a Priori Contrasts on Means from Independent Samples EJ 174 699
- Garber, Jennifer
  - Mildly Retarded Adults: Their Attitudes Toward Retardation EJ 173 639
- Garbarino, James
- Garbin, Albano P.
  - Social-Personal Characteristics and Occupational Choice Processes of Female Flight Attendants EJ 173 203
- Garcia, Herlinda
  - Staffing Patterns in a Bilingual Education Program: The Role of the Monolingual Teacher EJ 174 157
- Garcia, Jesus
  - From Bloody Savages to Heroic Chiefs EJ 174 177

- Gompers, Gerlan F.
  - Creating Sound Effect for the School Play EJ 174 011
- Gonino, Vince
  - Multipurpose Facility EJ 174 608
- Gonzalez, Joan
  - Staffing Patterns in a Bilingual Education Program: The Role of the Monolingual Teacher EJ 174 157
- Good, Ernest
  - The Education of Children Gifted in the Visual Arts EJ 172 941
- Goodman, Gay
  - The Relationship of Authoritarianism and Behavior Modeling in Prospective Teachers EJ 173 111
- Goodrich, Gregory L.
  - Training Eccentric Viewing EJ 173 718
- Goodrich, Hubbard C.
  - Vocabulary Development with Contextual Clues EJ 173 747
- Goodell, David R.
  - Exchanging Discoveries of Eighteenth Century Scientists EJ 174 259
The Journal Contents Index is arranged alphabetically by journal title and date. This index includes all journals and the articles that appear in that particular issue. Each article is listed in EJ number sequence under the journal title.

**Monthly Labor Review** Dec 77
Educational Attainment of Workers, March 1977
EJ 172 999

**Monthly Labor Review** Nov 77
*Revising a Statistical Program To Meet Legislative Priorities*
EJ 172 997
Efforts To Improve Estimates of State and Local Unemployment
EJ 172 998

**MOSAIC** Nov/Dec 77
Small Projects, Large Impacts
EJ 174 445

**NABE: The Journal of the National Association for Bilingual Education** May 77
Rationale for a Field-Based Research and Development Program for Multicultural-Bilingual Education
EJ 174 152
Alternative Forms of Immigration for Second Language Teaching
EJ 174 153
Meaningful Bilingual Bicultural Education: A Fairytale
Culture in the Bilingual-Bicultural Curriculum
EJ 174 155
The Contribution of Linguistics to Bilingual-Bicultural Education
EJ 174 156
Staffing Patterns in a Bilingual Education Program: The Role of the Monolingual Teacher
EJ 174 157
El Efecto de la Educacion Bilingue Bicultural en los Autoconceptos y las Actitudes de Ninos Hispanicos
EJ 174 158
A Dean Views Bilingual Education
EJ 174 159

**NASPA Journal** Sum 77
A Life-Centered Student Affairs Program
EJ 173 176
Identification and Analysis of Activities Related to Developmental Tasks of College Students
EJ 173 177
NASPA Student Affairs Cost Study
EJ 173 178
Students, Students Everywhere—But How Do We Get Them to College?
EJ 173 179
What Do You Profess, Professor?
EJ 173 180
Student Consumer Protection in Postsecondary Education
EJ 173 181
Applying Environmental Management Strategies in Residence Halls
EJ 173 182
Redefining a Traditional Student Personnel Position
EJ 173 183

**NASSP Bulletin** Feb 78
Dysfunction in School Administration
EJ 173 485
The Principal's Next Challenge: The Twentieth Century Art of Managing Stress
EJ 173 486
Crisis Administration: Is There a Solution?
EJ 173 487
Managing Conflict in Educational Settings
EJ 173 488
Conflict Resolution In High Schools: A Modest Proposal
EJ 173 489
A Modest Strategy for Reducing School Conflict
EJ 173 490
Teacher-Administrator Conflict: Can It Be Resolved?
EJ 173 491
Managing School Fiscal Affairs: Ten Guidelines
EJ 173 492
Tort Liability of Teachers and Principals
EJ 173 493
Measuring Community Attitudes Toward Education
EJ 173 494
Student Absenteeism: A Survey Report
EJ 173 495
Minimum Proficiencies and the Fine Art of Setting Standards
EJ 173 496
Each issue of CIJE includes an alphabetical listing of journals regularly covered by the ERIC clearinghouses. Information given includes the price, publisher and the clearinghouse responsible for indexing the journal.

- **Multivariate Behavioral Research** q. $15.00, inq. $24.00, sc $6.50; RA: UMI; Business Mgr., Multivariate Behavioral Research, Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas 76129 (TM)
- **Music Educators Journal**, 9 yr, $12.00, sc $1.50; RA: UMI; 1902 Association Dr., Reston, Va. 22091 (AA)
- **NABE: The Journal of the National Association of Bilingual Education**, q. $10.00, sc $3.00; Las Americas, L.A. Publishing Co., 37 Union Sq. W., New York, N.Y. 10003 (RC)
- **NALLD Journal**, q. $9.00; National Association of Language Laboratory Directors, Middlebury College, Sunderland Hall, Middlebury, Vt. 05753 (FL)
- **NASPA Journal**, q. $6.00, sc $1.50; RA: UMI; NASPA Central Office, Portland State University, 724 S.W. Harrison St., P.O. Box 751, Portland, Oregon 97207 (CO)
- **NASSP Bulletin**, 9 yr, mem. $40.00, lib. $30.00, sc $4.00; U. National Association of Secondary School Principals, 1904 Association Dr., Reston, Va. 22091 (EM)

What is the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors?

The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors is an alphabetical listing of the terms used for indexing and searching in the ERIC system. These terms, called descriptors, provide the subject headings used in ERIC and CIJE indexes. The Thesaurus can also be used to suggest additional concepts, to refine concepts or to avoid synonyms for the same concept.
What are descriptors?

Descriptors allow an indexer to describe the subject of a document so that it may be stored in the ERIC database and later retrieved. Descriptors are terms or short phrases representing concepts and general ideas discussed in the document. Descriptors (by themselves or in combination) should adequately represent the ideas and concepts found in the document.

What do UF, NT, BT, RT and SN mean?

Terms following UF (Used For) are synonyms (having the same or nearly the same meaning) of the main term. These terms are not used for indexing.

NT (Narrower Term) is used to indicate terms which are more specific in meaning than the main term. These terms are used for indexing.

BT (Broad Term) is used to indicate terms used for concepts which are more general in meaning than the main term.

RT (Related Term) is used to indicate terms that are closely related in meaning to the main term.

SN (Scope Note) is a brief statement of the intended usage of that term. It may be used to clarify an ambiguous term (one which can be understood to mean two or more things) or to restrict the usage of that term.
When and how are new terms added to the Thesaurus?

New terms are added to the Thesaurus as they are needed. New descriptors are introduced based on the subject matter covered by the document and journal articles which are entered into the ERIC system. However, before a term can become a descriptor, it has to undergo a review.

What do I do when I can't find a particular term in the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors?

When you can't find a particular term in the Thesaurus, don't worry. In addition to descriptors, identifiers are used to further describe a document or article. Identifiers are proper nouns and may be persons, geographical locations, trade names, programs, models, tests, legislation, organizations, equipment, etc. Identifiers may also be terms being considered for descriptors.

SEARCHING ERIC

When using the ERIC system, you can search the indexes by hand (manually) or by computer. The most common search method is the "subject" type done manually. However, the method used will depend on how much information you need and, since researching using a computer is not free, how much time and money you have. The cost of a computer search varies; so be sure to check the Directory of Search Services.

How do I do a manual search?

STEP ONE: First, you need to become familiar with the ERIC vocabulary. Use the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors to identify words that describe your topic. If additional descriptors (key words) are needed, use the narrower terms (NT), broader terms (BT) or related terms (RT) listed under the main term you have chosen.

STEP TWO: Next, you need to consult the monthly issues of Resources in Education (RIE). Turn to the Subject Index. Look under the descriptors you have chosen. Look at the titles listed under that descriptor. Do you see any that relate to your research needs?

STEP THREE: If so, then turn to the Documents Section in the front of the RIE issue. Use the ED number (found at the end of the title in the Subject index) to find the entry. Remember that all entries in this section are arranged sequentially by ED number. When you have found the ED number, you can read the abstract of the document. Besides the ED number and abstract, the entry gives you the source of the document, the sponsoring agency, publication date, number of pages, price of the document in microfiche (MF) or papercopy (PC) (or where you can obtain the document if it is not available in MF or PC), and the ERIC descriptors used to index the document. From the abstract, you can decide if you want to read the full document.
STEP FOUR: Finally, if you decide you want to read the full document, locate the microfiche (again by its ED number) at an ERIC depository (contact an ERIC clearinghouse for a complete listing) and read it on a microfiche reader (a machine which magnifies and projects the images from the microfiche onto a screen).

Now let's do a manual search.

Suppose you were doing a paper on "preparing teachers to work in a bilingual program." First you identify key descriptors from the Thesaurus like "Bilingual Education" and "Teacher Education."

Remember, if you need additional descriptors, use the narrower terms, broader terms or related terms listed under the main descriptor.

Next you consult the monthly issues of RIE. Turn to the Subject Index section and look under the term "Teacher Education."

Teacher Education
Career Education in Counselor Education. ED 133 484
Career Education in Elementary Teacher Education. ED 133 488
Career Education in Secondary Teacher Education. ED 133 487
Career Education in Special Education Personnel Preparation. ED 133 483
Career Education in Vocational Teacher Education. ED 133 482
Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing. A Report of Bilingual/ Bicultural Educational Credentialing Requirements. ED 134 007
Community Resources for Teacher Preparation in Career Education. ED 133 483
Do you see any titles which may be relevant to your search? Assume you are interested in the document titled "Teachers for Multicultural Education." To find more information about the document turn to the Documents Section in the front of the RIIE issue. Using the ED number, let's find the citation. Remember all entries in this section are arranged in sequence by ED number.
of the problems with this thinking was that imposing assimilation upon different cultural and racial groups rarely achieved a sense of equality. The myth also existed that public schools encouraged upward mobility among the immigrants and minority groups. The death of the melting pot myth received official recognition in the United States with the passage of Title IX of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, popularly known as the Ethnic Heritage Studies Program. At the same time, the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education issued a comprehensive statement entitled "No One Model American," on the melting pot's successor, multicultural education. Multicultural education is the public school's response to a revitalized cultural pluralism, which has become a predominant value in the American social fabric. Cultural pluralism views the United States as a multicultural society and stresses a new interpretation of the word "different"—different means simply different, not better than or worse. The teacher is the key person in developing a program and curriculum that will meet the goals of cultural pluralism and multicultural education.

Remember, along with the abstract is given the source of the document, its sponsoring agency, publication date, number of pages, price of the document in microfiche or papercopy and the ERIC descriptors used to index this document.

If you want to read the full document, locate it (again by ED number) on microfiche in the available ERIC collection. (A complete list of the ERIC collections is available upon request from ERIC/CRESS.)

What if I want to do a manual search of CIJE?

The steps are the same for searching CIJE as they are for RIE. However, in the Main Entries section of CIJE, you will find only a short annotation of the article, the journal name, volume and number, pages on which the article is found in that issue, the date of that issue and the ERIC descriptors used to index that article. REMEMBER, CIJE citations are NOT available on microfiche from ERIC.

What are the double slash (//) marks after the ED number in the index?

Double slash marks mean that the document is not available on microfiche. However, you may order it yourself from the person or organization listed under "Availability" in the Documents Section of RIE.

Can I do a manual search of ERIC only by subject?

No. Remember that the RIE issues also have indexes for searching by authors and institutional sources. The search process is the same except that you look at the Author Index or Institutional Index first instead of the Thesaurus.
What do I do if I can't find my topic indexed in an issue of RIE or CIJE?

First, check the Thesaurus to make sure that the term (descriptor) you are using is one allowed in the ERIC system. If you still cannot find it, search in other issues of RIE or CIJE. Keep in mind that the materials submitted to ERIC are announced on a monthly basis; therefore, it is quite likely that some months won't have documents related to your topic.

Is the manual search the quickest and easiest way to search the ERIC system?

No. The quickest and easiest way to search the ERIC system is to have a computer search run on your particular topic. A computer search is easy when you are considering a question or topic which is broad, when you require an in-depth literature review or when your question has many aspects to it.

How can I get a computer search done?

First, see if your library offers computer services; if not, consult the Directory of Search Services (available from ERIC/CRESS) for the nearest searching facility. You may also contact one of the 16 clearinghouses by mail, phone or in person, and they will run the computer-assisted literature search for you. The ERIC clearinghouse can also direct you to an organization that performs searches.

A search specialist will then help you translate the subject of your search into terms from the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. The search specialist will probably ask you questions or have a form that is designed to obtain information that can be translated into a search formula. You should try to be very clear about the information you give to answer the questions.

What questions will the search specialist ask?

Typical questions which the search specialist will ask are:

What is the purpose of this search?

Do you want a broad general coverage of the topic or a very concise (tightly defined) coverage of the topic? (Keep in mind that with a broad general coverage you may get some irrelevant information; with a concise coverage you may miss a few useful items.)

What type of document (i.e., journal article, conference report, curriculum guide, evaluation report) are you most likely to need?

What age or school level will you be working with?

What media or teaching method are you interested in?
Do you have a date restriction? For example, do you want only those documents from 1970 to the present or from 1960 through 1970?

Remember to be as clear as you can when answering any of the questions you are asked.

Thinking of a computer search?

Suppose you are interested in "the involvement of Mexican American parents in the reading education of their children." To obtain a computer-assisted search, take the following steps.

First, contact your library, your nearest search facility, ERIC/CRESS, one of the 16 ERIC clearinghouses or another organization which conducts computer-assisted searches.

Then, work with their search specialist to translate your topic into ERIC descriptors or terms. These terms would be "Mexican Americans," "parent participation," "reading" and others.

Next you would decide whether you want broad or concise coverage, what age or school level, type of document and date range.

Now the search specialist can translate your request into a search formula.

What do I get when I receive my computer search?

Usually you will receive complete abstracts (just like the summaries in RIE and main entries in CJJE) for every ERIC document or journal article related to your topic. Now you do not have to take the time to locate all of the articles in the indexes because you have a complete listing of pertinent documents with their respective abstracts so you can review the selected material and choose those documents of most interest for in-depth study.
ADDI NG MATERI AL S TO ERIC

When you used ERIC, was there a lack of information on your topic? Do you know of some specific documents which you did not find in your ERIC search? You can help make ERIC a better information system by sending this information to an ERIC clearinghouse for possible inclusion in the system. Only through your cooperation and the cooperation of those generating and producing documents can ERIC provide comprehensive coverage of the literature of education and related areas. REMEMBER, ERIC depends on the flow of documents from users, authors, and institutions to its clearinghouses. If you have prepared a report, a speech or a paper, you can help other people with interests similar to yours by sending it to ERIC for possible inclusion in the data base.

What do I get for submitting my document to ERIC?

ERIC does NOT pay you for submitting your document to ERIC. However, as a contributor of documents that have been accepted by ERIC, you can benefit in the following ways:

- **Announcement:** Your document is announced to some 5,000 organizations receiving the monthly RIE.
- **Publicity:** If you wish to sell copies of your document, you can have its availability announced to users in RIE, thus publicizing it.
- **Dissemination:** Your document is reproduced on microfiche and distributed (at no cost to you) to the more than 700 ERIC collections in the United States and abroad.
- **Always "In Print":** Your document will always be available and never go out of print.

How can I submit documents to ERIC?

You send a copy (2 if possible) of the clearest print available (a good xerox copy is fine) to ERIC/CRESS or the clearinghouse most suitable for the topic of your paper. When submitting documents, you should indicate that you want the document to be considered for possible inclusion in the ERIC system. It would help if you would include an abstract of your document. If your materials deal with Mexican Americans, send them to:
If I am searching ERIC for information pertaining to Mexican Americans, what are some of the most often used Descriptors and Identifiers?

ERIC has a wide variety of information pertaining to the education of Mexican Americans and related areas, e.g., the arts, economics, culture, health, history, literature, labor, language, politics and social sciences. Among the most often used descriptors are the following (consult the ERIC Thesaurus for additional descriptors):

**Culture**
- Acculturation
- Biculturalism
- Cultural Activities
- Cultural Awareness
- Cultural Background
- Cultural Differences
- Cultural Education
- Cultural Events
- Cultural Factors
- Cultural Interrelationships
- Cultural Isolation
- Cultural Pluralism
- Culture Conflict
- Latin American Culture
- Spanish Culture

**Education**
- Academic Achievement
- Academic Aspiration
- Academic Performance
- Achievement
- Adult Basic Education
- Adult Education
- Adult Education Programs
- Aspiration
- Bilingual Education
- Bilingualism
- Bilingual Schools
- Bilingual Students
- Bilingual Teachers
- Career Education
- Community Colleges
- Compensatory Education
- Compensatory Education Programs
- Computer Assisted Instruction
- Concept Formation
- Curriculum
- Curriculum Design
- Curriculum Development
- Curriculum Guides
- Early Childhood Education
- Education
- Educational Assessment
- Educational Attitudes
- Educational Change
- Educational Disadvantagement
- Educational Discrimination
- Educational Finance
- Educational Improvement
- Educational Innovation
- Educational Needs
- Educational Objectives
- Educational Opportunities
Education (con't)

Educational Planning
Educational Policy
Educational Problems
Educational Programs
Educational Strategies
Educational Television
Elementary Education
Elementary Grades
Elementary Schools
Elementary Secondary Education
Equal Education
Higher Education
Institutes (Training Programs)
Instructional Materials
Instructional Programs
Intelligence Tests
Intervention
Junior Colleges
Learning Activities
Migrant Education
Motivation
Physical Sciences
Pilot Projects
Preschool Education
Preschool Programs
Primary Grades
Reading Achievement
Reading Instruction
Reading Programs
Reading Research
Reading Skills
Reward
School Integration
Science Instruction
Secondary Education
Standardized Tests
Task Performance
Teacher Attitudes
Teacher Education
Teaching Guides
Teaching Methods
Teaching Techniques
Vocational Education

Educational Levels (con't)

Elementary Education
Elementary Secondary Education
Higher Education
High School Equivalency Programs
Intermediate Grades
Junior Colleges
Junior High Schools
Preschool Education
Primary Education
Post Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Senior High Schools

Economic

Economic Development
Economic Disadvantage
Economic Factors
Economic Status

Health

Alcoholism
Child Rearing
Drug Abuse
Health Services
Identification (Psychological)
Interaction/Process Analysis
Mental Health
Nutrition

History

American History
History
Mexican American History
Social Studies
Social Studies Units
United States History

Labor

Agricultural Laborers
Employment
Employment Opportunities
Equal Opportunities (Jobs)
Job Training
Manpower Development
Migrant Workers
Occupational Aspiration
Language

Bilingualism
Child Language
Code Switching (Language)
English
English (Second Language)
English Instruction
Language Arts
Language Development
Language Handicaps
Language Instruction
Language Programs
Language Research
Language Role
Language Skills
Language Usage
Sociolinguistics
Spanish

Literature

Content Analysis
Essays
Literature
Literature Reviews
Novels
Poetry
Spanish American Literature
Spanish Literature
Twentieth Century Literature

Media

Audiovisual Aids
Communication (Thought Transfer)
Films
Filmstrips
Mass Media
Programming (Broadcast)

Politics/Government

Civil Rights
Court Litigation
Court Cases
Federal Government
Federal Legislation
Federal Programs
Government (Administrative Body)
Political Attitudes

Politics/Government (con't)

Political Influences
Political Power
Political Socialization

Population

Children
College Students
Culturally Disadvantaged
Disadvantaged Groups
Disadvantaged Youth
Economically Disadvantaged
Educationally Disadvantaged
Elementary School Students
Females
High School Students
Illegal Immigrants
Immigrants
Low Income Groups
Males
Mexican Americans
Mexicans
Migrant Children
Migrants
Migrant Worker
Migrant Youth
Minority Group Children
Minority Groups
Non English Speaking
Preschool Children
Rural Population
Rural Youth
Secondary School Students
Spanish Americans
Spanish Speaking

Reference Materials

Abstracts
Annotated Bibliographies
Annual Reports
Bibliographies
Children's Books
Children's Literature
Conference Reports
Directories
Doctoral Theses
Library Materials
Library Services
Reference Materials (cont'd)

Periodicals
Reading Materials
Reference Materials
Research Review (Publications)
Resource Materials
Supplementary Reading Materials

Research

Area Studies
Census Figures
Comparative Analysis
Cross Cultural Studies
Demography
Exceptional Child Research
Interviews
Longitudinal Studies
Models
Population Trends
Program Descriptions
Program Development
Program Effectiveness
Program Evaluation
Program Planning
Questionnaires
Research
Statistical Data
Tables (Data)
Test Bias
Test Construction
Testing
Tests

Social Sciences (cont'd)

Changing Attitudes
Cognitive Development
Cognitive Processes
Community Action
Community Involvement
Community Organizations
Discriminatory Attitudes (Social)
Ethnic Distribution
Ethnic Origins
Ethnic Relations
Ethnic Stereotypes
Ethnic Studies
Family Characteristics
Individual Characteristics
Intergroup Relations
Needs
Organizations (Groups):
Parent Attitudes
Parent-Child Relationship
Race Relations
Racial Discrimination
Self Concept
Sex Differences
Social Discrimination
Social Influences
Social Problems
Social Sciences
Social Values
Social Patterns
Socioeconomic Background
Socioeconomic Influences
Socioeconomic Status
Sociology
Stereotypes
Student Adjustment
Student Attitudes
Student Evaluation
Student Needs
Values

Activism
Adjustment (to Environment)
Attitudes
Behavior Change
Behavior Patterns
Among the most often used identifiers are the following:

- Americans of Spanish Origin
- Chicanismo
- Chicanas
- Chicanos
- Chicano Literature
- Chicano Studies
- Curanderismo
- Hispanics
- Hispanos
- Spanish Surnamed
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>Broad Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERIC</td>
<td>Central ERIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIJE</td>
<td>Current Index to Journals in Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>ERIC Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDRS</td>
<td>ERIC Document Reproduction Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJ</td>
<td>Educational Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIC</td>
<td>Educational Resource Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIC/CRESS</td>
<td>Educational Resource Information Center/Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPO</td>
<td>Government Printing Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP</td>
<td>Information Analysis Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>Microfiche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>Narrower Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Paper Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubtype</td>
<td>Publication Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIE</td>
<td>Resources in Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Related Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Scope Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>Used For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMI</td>
<td>University of Microfilms International</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract
A concisely written, 200-word (or less) narrative description of the subject content and scope of a document. Each citation in RIE includes an abstract.

Annotation
A brief (50 words or less), concise explanation or description of a journal article. Annotations are written for journal articles (CIJE entries) whose titles are not sufficient to convey content adequately.

Author Index
Found in RIE and CIJE; lists personal authors in alphabetical order by last name, with titles of their documents in ERIC and/or articles indexed and the ED or EJ number for each.

Broader Term (BT)
A Descriptor that is a member of a class that totally contains a smaller class (also represented by a Descriptor) within it. For example, BIBLIOGRAPHIES is a Broader Term to ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES. These terms are found in the ERIC Thesaurus.

Central ERIC (CERIC)
The organizational unit within NIE responsible for the ERIC network, its budgeting, funding, planning, program development, monitoring and policy setting. All ERIC contractors (e.g., ERIC, FACILITY, EDRS, Clearinghouses, CIJE Contractor, etc.) report to Central ERIC.

Clearinghouse (CH)
A contractor within the ERIC network that takes responsibility for the acquisition and processing of materials in one of the major areas of the field of education, e.g., Information Resources, Higher Education, Educational Management, Early Childhood Education. ERIC Clearinghouses have traditionally been located within non-profit institutions such as universities or professional associations; the exact number (currently 16) varies with the shifting needs of the educational community. A list of Clearinghouses, with address and phone numbers, is given in Appendix D.
Computer Search

Examination by computer of a data base for information on a given topic. Useful for its capacity to derive relationships between sets of terms. For example, the computer can look through all the materials on Mexican Americans and all the materials on Library Services, combine the two sets and provide the searcher with only those items which contain both concepts.

Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE)

A monthly index to the periodical literature covering over 700 major education and education-related publications. It includes a main entry section with annotations and is indexed by subject, author and journal content.

Database

A file of data, usually in machine-readable language. The ERIC database contains the information printed in CIJE and RIE.

Descriptor

A term of one or more words representing concepts and general ideas found in the ERIC Thesaurus. It is used to describe, characterize or index the subject content of a document or journal article. ERIC users can locate documents and articles by searching RIE and CIJE subject indexes using selected Descriptors.

Document Resume

A concise document description including cataloging and indexing information and an abstract for each entry in RIE.

Document Resume Section

A section of RIE which includes the document resumes arranged numerically by ED number and grouped alphabetically by clearinghouse prefix initials. A list of these initials is found in the front of the Document Resume section of RIE.

Documents

Research papers, speech texts, studies, conference reports, curriculum studies, etc. that have been put into the ERIC system and listed in RIE.
ED Number

ERIC Document Number—an accession number assigned to titles in RIE and used to locate abstracts in the resume section as well as the microfiche.

EJ Number

ERIC Journal Number—an accession number assigned to titles in CIJE and used to locate article annotations in the Main Entry Section.

ERIC

The acronym for Educational Resources Information Center.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS)

The ERIC contractor responsible for filming documents, handling subscriptions (standing orders) for microfiche and processing on-demand individual orders for both microfiche and paper copy. Address for ordering is P. O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210.

ERIC Processing and Reference Facility

The central computerized facility which accepts data from each Clearinghouse, prepares publications for Government Printing Office, builds and maintains the Thesaurus and produces various products for use in the system. A wide variety of supporting functions are also performed, e.g., acquisitions lexicography, data conversion reference, tape distribution, forms control, scheduling. Address is 4833 Rugby Avenue, Suite 303, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

ERIC Tools

A series of printed indexes, directories and cross reference lists providing manual access to the ERIC document collection by title, institutional sources, contract/grant number and clearinghouse number. A descriptor/identifier usage report indicates the number of times various terms have been used in indexing ERIC documents. These are available from the ERIC Processing and Reference Facility.

Free-text Search

Computerized examination of the records in the data for the presence of a given word or combination of words which are not necessarily descriptors or identifiers.
Government Printing Office (GPO)

Prints monthly issues of RIE from the magnetic tapes and distributes them to subscribers.

Identifier

An index term used for a specific entry, e.g., project legislation, person, place, organization, coined term, acronym or equipment. Identifiers are intended to provide additional specialized indexing depth. Major Identifiers are listed in the Subject Index of RIE and CIJE. (See Major Descriptors.)

Indexing

The process of assigning Descriptors from the Thesaurus and Identifiers to documents and journal articles in order to describe their subject content.

Information Analysis Products (IAPs)

Publications commissioned and produced by each Clearinghouse within their scope of interest including bibliographies, topical papers, literature reviews, directories and state-of-the-art papers.

Institution Index

Found in RIE, this index lists document titles under the institution responsible for producing them and under their sponsoring agency when applicable. Arranged in alphabetical order by name of university, agency, association.

Microfiche

A 4" by 6" (105mm x 148mm) flat sheet of film containing reduced images of up to 98 pages per sheet. ERIC prepares microfiche for all Level I and II documents announced in RIE using the COSATI/NMA standard (24x reduction; 98 frames in a 7 x 14 grid). Microfiche may be made of silver, diazo or visicular film. A microfiche reader or reader-printer is required to read the page image.

Minor Descriptor

A Descriptor assigned to a document and appearing in the printed Document Resume section of RIE, the Main Entry Section of CIJE and in the computer record but NOT in the subject indexes of RIE or CIJE. (See Major Descriptor.)
Narrower Term (NT)

A Descriptor that is a member of a class totally contained in a larger class also represented by a Descriptor. For example, the term ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES is said to be a Narrower Term than BIBLIOGRAPHIES because it designates a particular kind of bibliography. These terms are found in the ERIC Thesaurus.

National Institute of Education (NIE)

Funding agency for ERIC, part of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (CHEW). Created in 1972 by Congress "to help solve or to alleviate critical problems of American education through research and development," ERIC is part of NIE's dissemination service.

On-Line System

A system in which a computer terminal is in direct and continuing communication via telephone hookup with the central processor of the computer. With an on-line system, interaction between computer and searcher during the search process allows immediate feedback of results and immediate modification of the search request when desired.

Oryx Press

The commercial contractor currently responsible for publication and distribution of CIJE, hardbound RIE and CIJE indexes, the ERIC Thesaurus, and selected bibliographies. Address for placing orders is Oryx Press, 2214 North Central at Encanto, Phoenix, Arizona 85004.

Paper Copy (PC)

A paper copy of a document, usually a full-size photocopy of the original. Earlier editions of RIE referred to paper copy as hard copy (HC).

Publication Type (Pubtype)

The Publication Type (or Document Type) field designed to carry a three-character numeric code designating a broad category or type of document. It is sometimes followed by one or more Descriptors indicating more specifically the form of the document. The purpose of the field is to describe the form of the document itself, not its subject.
Journal Contents Index

Located in the back of each issue of CIJE, this alphabetical listing of journals reviewed also indicates the titles of articles indexed from each journal.

Level 1

A reproduction release is on file from the author or institution for a particular RIE entry. This document is made available throughout the system on microfiche and in paper copy through orders placed with the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS).

Level 2

A reproduction release is on file from the author or institution for a particular RIE entry stating that the document released may be made available throughout the system on microfiche ONLY. The safeguard is that should the document go out-of-print, there will always be a copy in the ERIC files, which serve an archival function.

Level 3

The reproduction release was not given for the material submitted to a Clearinghouse. The document is only cited with bibliographic information and in abstract. The complete text IS NOT included in the microfiche collection. An availability is always noted for Level 3 materials.

Level Descriptors (Education)

Those Descriptors from the Thesaurus which identify the educational level under study or for which a document is geared, e.g., Elementary Education, Primary Grades, Higher Education. (See p. for a complete list of these descriptors.)

Main Entry Section

A section of CIJE which includes the article annotation, indexing terms and journal citation. Arranged numerically by EJ number and alphabetically by Clearinghouse prefix initials. (A list of these initials is found in the front of CIJE.)

Major Descriptor

A Descriptor representing one of the major concepts contained in a document. Major Descriptors appear in the subject index of RIE and CIJE. In order to
restrict the size of the indexes, no more than six (6) Descriptors may be designated as Major. An asterisk (*) is used to denote a Major Descriptor in the Document Resume section of RIE and the Main Entry section of CIJE.

Manual Search

Looking up information on a given topic in the annual, semi-annual and monthly issue of RIE and CIJE. Information is listed by subject, author and institution in RIE and by subject, author and journal contents in CIJE.

Related Term (RT)

A term that is conceptually related in some way to another term. Related terms may be close in meaning, may have the same Broader Term, may be related in usage or application or may have part-whole relationships. For example, ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES sometimes contain ABSTRACTS. These terms are found in the ERIC Thesaurus.

Reproduction Release

A form signed by an author designating that permission has been given to ERIC for entry of a document into RIE and indicating permissible methods of reproduction.

Resources in Education (RIE)

The monthly journal of resumes announcing recently completed research reports, descriptions of projects and outstanding programs, and other documents of educational significance. It contains subject, author and institution indexes.

Retrieval

The process of identifying, locating and obtaining information from a data base.

Scope Note (SN)

A. A brief note found in the Thesaurus explaining usage of a Descriptor. Used to restrict usage or to clarify a Descriptor which may have alternate meanings. Not intended as a formal definition.

B. Also, the explanation of the mission of each clearinghouse which is used to define its acquisitions efforts and subject specialties.
Search

A systematic attempt to identify documents on a given topic and/or of a specific type in a database. Applies to both manual and computer inquiries. (See Computer Search and Manual Search.)

Search Interview

The method by which searchers and users discuss and define the topics to be covered in the search; the type, format, cost and amount of information desired; and the purpose for which the material is to be used.

Search Strategy

The development of a logical arrangement of sets of terms in order to retrieve relevant materials from the database. A search strategy is usually exemplified by a series of Descriptors, Identifiers and free-text words arranged in groups and interconnected by logical operators (usually AND, OR and NOT). The selection and arrangement of elements within a set and the combination of the sets can be manipulated to determine the search output. (See Section on Doing a Computer Search.)

Set

Any grouping of items of interest used in computer searching, e.g., Instructional Materials Center, Audiovisual Centers, Resource Centers.

Source: Journal Index

Found in the front of CIJE. This is a list of journals indexed in CIJE, including publisher and address, price, frequency, reprint availability and the two-letter code of the clearinghouse responsible for indexing the journal.

Standing Order Customers (SOCs)

Those schools, libraries, departments of education, etc., that subscribe to and regularly receive the ERIC indexes and microfiche collection. There are more than 700 SOCs in the U.S. and abroad. A Directory of Microfiche Collections is available either from ERIC/CRESS or the ERIC Processing and Reference Facility.

Subject Index

Found in RIE and CIJE, this index provides access to document and journal article titles through the usage of Major Descriptors and Identifiers.
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors

A book containing the structured, controlled vocabulary of over 5,000 educational terms used by ERIC which are called Descriptors. These terms are used in indexing and retrieving documents and journal articles in the ERIC system. New terms are added as necessary and included in the back of the monthly and semi-annual editions of RIE and CIJE.

University Microfilms International (UMI)

This company is now providing a commercial reprint service for over 70% of the journals regularly covered by CIJE. The availability is found in the Source Journal Index in CIJE; address is 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

Use

A Thesaurus reference which refers the user from a term which IS NOT a Descriptor to the term which IS used as a Descriptor for the same concept.

Used For (UF)

Terms following the UF notation in the Thesaurus are synonyms for variant forms of the main term. They ARE NOT Descriptors and CANNOT BE USED in manual searching.
Designed to magnify, illuminate and project on a screen the images on a microfiche, the microfiche reader is an essential element in an current information retrieval system.

The following is an alphabetical list of distributors and/or manufacturers of microfiche readers. The list is strictly informational and is not comprehensive nor does it imply a recommendation for any brand. The ERIC system does not promote, or recommend specific brands.

Access
ALOS
American Management Systems
Anacomp
Applied Microfilm Corp.
Applied Microfilm Systems
Arcata Microfilm
Bell & Howell Microimagery Group
Bell & Howell MPD
Bruning Div. Corp.
Bruning Microfilm Corp.
California Computer Products
Canon, U.S.A.
C.A.N.T.V. Biblioteca
Central Microfilm Service
Computer Micrographics
Computer—Output Microfilm
C-O-M Service Bureau
CR Microfilm Center
Dakota Graphics
Data
Dietzgen
Dukane
Dymat Photomatrix
Eastern Data Processing
Eastman Kodak
Em-Cee Microfilm Supply & Service
GAF
General Microfilm
General Micrographics
Graphic Microfilm
Illinois Blueprint
Infodetic
Itek Graphic Products
IZON
J. J. Exxon
Keuffel & Esser
Keyan Industries
Krones Transyscop
Library Microfilms and Materials
Logan Gray
Magnagard
Manosi
Joseph Merritt
Microbra
Micro-Comfax
Microcopy of Indiana
Microfilm Consultants
Micronation Sciences
MicroMedia, Inc.
Minolta
Micro Records
Microtek/Microfilm Techniques
NCR
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A user can both read the microfiche and obtain a paper copy by using a microfiche reader/printer. A paper copy (hard copy) of individual pages from that microfiche makes it possible for the user to have the benefit of the microfiche-reader and/or the constant availability of paper copy of individual pages.

The following is an alphabetical list of distributors and/or manufacturers of microfiche reader/printers. This list is strictly informational and is not comprehensive nor does it imply a recommendation for any brand. The ERIC system does not promote or recommend specific brands.

ALOS
Anacomp
Applied Microfilm Corp.
Applied Microfilm System
Bell & Howell Microimagery Group
Bell & Howell MPD
Bruning Div./A-M Corp.
Bruning Microfilm Corp.
Canon, U.S.A.
C.A.N.T.V. Biblioteca Central Microfilm Service
Computer Micrographics
Computer-Output Microfilm
CR Microfilm Center
Dakota Graphics
SynerGraphics
Taylor Merchang Micrographics
Technical Reproductions
Terminal Data
Thomas Visual Products
Tokyo Microphoto Works
Universal Microfilm
University Microfilms International
U.S. Data Corp.
Visidyne
Washington Scientific Industries
Xerox
Zytron Corp.

MICROFICHE READER PRINTER
Microfilm Consultants
Micro Information Systems
Microformation Sciences
MicroMedia, Inc.
Micro Media
Micro Records
Microtek/Microfilm Techniques
Minolta
3M Company
National Educational Consultants
National Micrographics Systems
National Microsales
NCR
New England Archives Center
NLT Computer Services
Northwest Microfilm
Oce-Industries
Pacific Computer Output
Microform
Rollings
Stromberg Datagraphix
Syner Graphics
Technical Reproductions
Tokyo Microphoto Works
U.S. Datacorp
West Canadian Graphic Industries
Zytron Corp.
LIST OF ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES AND SCOPES

The large dots represent ERIC Clearinghouses.

The small dots indicate approximate locations of ERIC Microfiche Collections.
For information about standing order collections near you, contact any of the ERIC Clearinghouses listed below. Each clearinghouse has a complete microfiche collection and is not restricted to holdings only in its own scope.

CURRENT ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES AND THEIR SCOPES

ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career, and Vocational Education
National Center for Research in Vocational Education
Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614) 486-3655

ERIC/ACVE is responsible for the areas of: adult and continuing, career, and vocational-technical education; occupational and human development through the retirement period; life roles including leisure roles; and local, state, national and international educational policy.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel Services
University of Michigan
School of Education Building, Room 2108
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
(313) 764-9492

ERIC/CAPS is responsible for: preparation, practice and supervision of counselors at all educational levels and in all settings; theoretical development of counseling and guidance; use and results of personnel procedures; group work and case work; nature of pupil, student and adult characteristics; personnel workers and their relation to career planning, family consultations and student orientation activities.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education
College of Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801
(217) 333-1386

ERIC/ECE is responsible for: research and documents on the physiological, psychological, educational and cultural development of children from birth through the primary grades; educational theory, research and practice related to the development of young children.
ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management  
University of Oregon  
Eugene, Oregon 97403  
(503) 686-5043

ERIC/CEM is responsible for: leadership and management at the elementary and secondary levels; structure of educational organizations; practice and theory of administration; preparation of administrators; processes of administration; methods and varieties of organization; sites, buildings and equipment for education on all levels; organizational change; and social context of the organization.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children  
Council for Exceptional Children  
1920 Association Drive  
Reston, Virginia 22091  
(703) 620-3660

ERIC/CEC is responsible for documents concerning children and youth who require special services—the physically, visually and mentally handicapped as well as those with speech handicaps and learning disabilities; behavioral, psychomotor and communication disorders; and the gifted.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education  
George Washington University  
One Dupont Circle, N. W., Suite 630  
Washington, D.C. 20036  
(202) 296-2597

ERIC/CHE is responsible for various subjects relating to: college and university students, problems, conditions, programs and management; faculty; institutional research; federal programs; professional education (medical, law, etc.); university extension programs; teaching-learning, planning, governance, finances, evaluation, interinstitutional arrangements and management of higher educational institutions.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources  
Syracuse University  
School of Education  
130 Huntington Hall  
Syracuse, New York 13210  
(315) 423-3640

ERIC/IR is responsible for collecting information concerning: print and non-print resources; the education, training and professional activities of librarians and information specialists; educational media materials concerning television, films, radio, microforms and computers; and techniques which are an outgrowth of technology, systems analysis, individualized instruction and micro-teaching.
ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges
University of California
96 Powell Library
Los Angeles, California 90024

ERIC/JC is responsible for documents concerning the development, administration and evaluation of public and private community junior colleges.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics
1611 N. Kent Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209

ERIC/CLL is responsible for languages and linguistics--institutional methodology, psychology of language learning, cultural and intercultural content, application of linguistics, curricular problems and developments, teacher training and qualifications for teaching languages, language sciences, psycho-linguistics, theoretical and applied linguistics, language pedagogy, bilingualism, and frequently and infrequently taught languages including English for speakers of other languages.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills
National Council of Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801

ERIC/RCS is responsible for documents concerning reading, English, and communication skills, preschool through college; research in reading, writing, speaking, and listening; identification, diagnosis and remediation of reading problems; speech communication, forensics, mass communication, interpersonal and small group interaction, interpretation, rhetorical and communication theory, instruction development, speech sciences and theater; and the preparation of instructional staff and related personnel in these areas.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools
New Mexico State University
Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

ERIC/RESS is responsible for information on organization, administration, curriculum, instruction, innovative programs and other aspects of American Indian education, small schools, Mexican American education, migrant education, outdoor education and rural education.
ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics and Environmental Education
Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Road, Third Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43212

(614) 422-6717

ERIC/SMEAC is responsible for: all levels of science, mathematics, and environmental education; development of curriculum and instructional materials; media applications; impact of interest, intelligence, values and concept development upon learning and preservice and inservice teacher education and supervision.

ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302

(303) 492-8434

ERIC/CHESS is responsible for: all levels of social studies and social science; all activities relating to teachers; content of disciplines; applications of learning theory, curriculum theory, child development theory and instructional theory; research and development programs; special needs of student groups; education as a social science; social studies/social science and the community.
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